Theories of cerebellar functions posit that the cerebellum implements forward models for online correction of 18 motor actions and sensory estimation. As an example of such computations, a forward model compensates for a 19 sensory ambiguity where the peripheral otolith organs in the inner ear sense both head tilts and translations. 20
Introduction 28 29
More than a century since the pioneering work of Ramon y Cajal (Cajal 1911) , the cerebellum continues 30
to represent a powerful model for understanding neural circuits. Its stereotyped anatomy (Palay & Chan-Palay 31 1976 ), its remarkably organized connectivity (Ruigrok 2011; Voogd 2011) , and its profoundly tractable cellular 32 identities (Eccles 1965; 1973) have motivated numerous recent advances in dissecting how cerebellar circuits 33 are wired using modern molecular and optogenetic manipulations (Ankri et map into the circuit. Thus, a major conceptual gap exists of how computational algorithms are mapped onto the 40 canonical cerebellar circuit (Ito 2005) . 41 One such internal model implemented by brainstem-cerebellar circuits merges signals from both 42 vestibular end organs, the otoliths and semicircular canals, to resolve a sensory ambiguity ( Fig. 1A) (Einstein, 43 1907 ): otolith afferents cannot distinguish linear acceleration (A) experienced during translations from 44 gravitational acceleration (G) experienced during head tilt. Instead, otolith afferents encode the total gravito-45 inertial acceleration, GIA = G+A (Fig. 1B) , thus responding identically to translational acceleration and tilt 46 position (units: m/s 2 , or equivalently, ° of tilt). Theoretical (Mayne, 1974; Oman, 1982; Borah et al., 1988; 47 Merfeld, 1995; Glasauer and Merfeld, 1997; Bos and Bles, 2002; Zupan and Merfeld, 2002; Laurens and Droulez, 48 2007; Laurens and Angelaki, 2011 Angelaki, , 2017 . 1E ). If this holds, then there is a functional need for temporal integration of the simple-spike signal of tilt-78 selective cells to implement eq. 2, before it reaches translation-selective cells (eq. 3). This would suggest that 79
another, yet unidentified, cell type, may encode a tilt signal (G). Alternatively, tilt-selective cells may encode G 80 and translation-selective cells A (hypothesis H 2 , Fig. 1F ). In this case, the integration (eq. 2) would occur 81 upstream of tilt-selective Purkinje cells, or possibly in their dendritic tree. Finally, tilt-selective cells may encode 82 dG and translation-selective cells dA (hypothesis H 3 , Fig. 1G ), in which case the need for (eq. 2) would be 83 eliminated. 84
Beyond understanding the tilt/translation disambiguation circuitry, discriminating between these 85 hypotheses is also relevant for understanding how cerebellar networks implement sensorimotor internal 86 models. There is growing evidence that not all types of error signals are carried by complex spikes (that lead to 87 LTD of parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapses; Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971 ; Ito and Kano, 1982; Ito, 2000) . Additional 88 error signals, which can cause plasticity in cerebellar and vestibular nuclei (Boyden et al. 2004; Ke et al. 2009 ), 89 might be carried by the simple spike (SS) activity itself and encode feedback signals to optimize sensorimotor 90 performance (Shadmehr et al. 2010 ; Popa et al. 2012; Streng et al. 2018 ). We recently 91 implemented a Kalman filter model of self-motion sensation, where an internal model of head motion is 92 continuously updated by feedback signals driven by sensory prediction errors (Laurens and Angelaki, 2017 
Experimental Findings 111
We recorded from NU Purkinje cells during transient tilt and translation stimuli with biphasic linear 112 acceleration and Gaussian linear velocity profiles (σ = 250 ms), as illustrated in Fig. 2A-E . The tilt and translation 113 stimuli were matched such that they activated the otoliths identically ( Fig Fig. 2D, cyan) . Here PD is defined as the direction along which firing rate is 125 positively correlated with the stimulus; therefore the cell is inhibited during motion in its PD because tilt velocity 126 is negative (Fig. 2D) . The example tilt cell's response resembles tilt velocity (the large peak/trough responses to 127 tilt are flanked by smaller troughs/peaks) not only during tilt, but also during tilt-translation ( Fig. 2F , left and 128 right columns, respectively), but is negligible during translation ( Fig. 2F , middle column). By contrast, the 129 example translation cell modulates little during tilt ( Fig. 2G, left) , but responds vigorously to translation ( Fig. 2G,  130 middle) and tilt-translation ( Fig. 2G, right) . During translation along the cell's PD (Fig. 2G, top) , the cell exhibits a 131 biphasic response whose dynamics follows the acceleration stimulus ( Fig. 2C, red) . The response reverses during 132 motion along the anti-PD (Fig. 2G, Table S1) . 140
We evaluated neuronal modulation by computing the difference in firing rate between motion in the PD 141 and anti PD ( Fig. 3) . Note that this process cancels a quantitatively smaller omnidirectional component ( Fig. 3  142 Suppl. 1) and only focuses on the direction-dependent responses. We measured each neuron's peak-to-trough 143 direction-dependent response during tilt and translation, as illustrated in the scatter plot of When plotted on a cell-by-cell basis, we found that the two cell types showed distinctly different 165 response dynamics ( Fig. 3C , green vs. red). Many tilt-selective cells clustered along the ordinate, and most 166 (12/14, p = 0.002, paired Wilcoxon test) appear above the diagonal, indicating that the dG/dA profile dominates 167 the responses of tilt-selective Purkinje cells. Considering that, by definition, tilt cells encode tilt, we conclude 168 that tilt-selective cells carry predominantly a tilt velocity (dG) signal. Translation-selective cells clustered close to 169 the abscissa and only one cell appeared above the diagonal (p = 0.0016), indicating that translation-selective 170 cells carry acceleration (A) signals. 171
These conclusions are further illustrated in the average response profiles ( Fig. 4 ; see also individual cell 172 responses in Fig. 4 Suppl. 1). In line with the example cells in Fig. 2F , the average translation-selective cell 173 exhibited a biphasic response profile that followed linear acceleration ( Fig. 4C, red) . The average tilt-selective 174 cell exhibited a triphasic response profile that followed tilt velocity ( Fig. 4C, green) ; although it displayed a slight 175 asymmetry, where the second excitatory peak was attenuated compared to the first. This can be attributed to a 176 small, but non-zero, G response, as shown in 36° (i.e. shifted towards tilt position). We repeated the same analysis for translation-selective cells ( Fig. 4G-I) . 187
We found that these cells carry a small dA response (slope = -0.16, CI = [-0.24 to -0.06], p = 10 -3 ), although this 188 component was too small to alter the cell's biphasic response profile markedly ( Fig. 4H) . In agreement, we 189 observed (Laurens et al. 2013b) that the response phase of translation-selective cells was closely aligned with 190 linear acceleration during sinusoidal motion. 191
Analyses of responses to a longer transient stimulus (σ = 500 ms) gave identical results ( Fig. 4 Suppl. 2) . 192
In fact, other than a small but systematic increase in the gain of tilt cells ( Fig. 4 
The dynamics of tilt-and translation-selective cells is consistent with feedback signals in an optimal model of 196 head motion 197
There is now ample evidence that the brain separates gravity from linear acceleration (and processes 198 self-motion information in general) by implementing a forward internal model of the vestibular organs (Borah et 199 al. 1988 and Angelaki, 2017) . 215
In this study, we found that tilt-selective cells encode primarily tilt velocity. Furthermore, we found 216 previously that they carry signals that correspond to the somatogravic feedback (Laurens and Angelaki, 2013b; 217 see next section). We also found here that translation-selective cells encode linear acceleration. Thus, the 218 responses of tilt-and translation-selective cells correspond to the properties of feedback pathways in an optimal 219 model of vestibular information processing. 220
221

A biologically plausible model of temporal integration 222
These experimental findings support hypothesis H 1 , where the output of tilt-selective Purkinje cells, 223 which encode dG/dt, must get temporally integrated into a G signal (Fig. 1C, eq. 2) before interacting with 224 translation-selective Purkinje cells. This integration may be performed by a population of neurons ( Fig. 6A, Although tilt-selective Purkinje cells encode predominantly tilt velocity, we found that they carry a 285 smaller but consistent tilt position component ( Fig. 4D-F Furthermore, glutamatergic neurons in the nuclei, in addition to projecting to various premotor and associative 310 regions of the brain, send axonal collaterals to form mossy fiber-like terminals contacting granule and Golgi cell 311 dendrites (Houck and Person, 2015) . More recently, an inhibitory nucleo-cortical feedback loop was established. 312 Ankri et al. (2015) found that GABA-glycinergic nuclei neurons form an extensive and divergent plexus of axons, 313 which contact Golgi cells in the cerebellar granular and molecular layers. Notably, neither rosette-like terminals nor evidence of contacts within cerebellar glomeruli was found. This indicates that they differ both in shape and 315 location from the excitatory mossy fibers and the glutamatergic nucleo-cortical fibers, both of which form 316 rosette-like terminals within the glomeruli (Tolbert et al. 1978; Hámori et al. 1980; Batini et al. 1992; Houck and 317 Person, 2015) . It is important that future studies test these hypotheses explicitly. The transient motion profiles were generated by computing the derivative of a Gaussian function with 544 standard deviation σ = 250ms. This resulted in a biphasic signal that was scaled to an amplitude of ±5.6° to 545 generate the tilt position stimulus, and to an amplitude of ±0.93m/s 2 to generate the linear acceleration 546 stimulus. A tilt-translation stimulus was created by applying tilt and translation stimuli simultaneously so that the resultant gravito-inertial acceleration was null. Each stimulus type (tilt, translation and tilt-translation) was 548 applied 15 times in two opposite directions. Longer duration stimuli were generated by setting σ to 500ms, and 549 the peak tilt and linear acceleration amplitudes to ±9.8° and ±1.67m/s 2 . 550 551
Sample size 552
In line with standard practices in extracellular studies in non-human primates, we aimed at collecting a To quantify these response components, we added 8 additional regressors (∫G O , G O , etc…) which were identical 575 to their counterpart (∫G, G, etc…, also referred to as "direction-dependent") but did not reverse sign for 576 opposite motion directions ( Fig. 1 Suppl. 1 , "Omnidirectional motion variables"). Next, we performed a series of 577 linear regressions where all peri-stimulus time histograms (along all directions, i.e. we didn't extract the direction-selective and omnidirectional components prior to this analysis) were simultaneously fitted with either 579 all or a subset of theses 16 variables. 580
581
Composite model: The first regression, which included all variables, the composite model, followed the 582 equation: 583 FR comp (t) = k ∫G .X ∫G (t) + k G .X G (t) + k dG .X dG (t) + k d2G .X d2G (t) + k ∫A .X ∫A (t) + k A .X A (t) + k dA .X dA (t) + k d2A .X d2A (t) 584
in this equation, FR 0 is the cell's baseline firing rate, and the omnidirectional motion variables have been 586 grouped in a variable FR O (t): 587
The regression coefficients (k ∫G , k G , k dG , etc…) were used to evaluate the neurons' response gain to G, 590 dG, etc. Note that the composite model included 16 temporal variables that are all linearly independent 591 (therefore the system was not overdetermined) and are all statistically orthogonal when only tilt and translation 592 motion are considered. This property ensures that the composite model is not prone to overfitting. Note also 593 that the purpose of this analysis was not to demonstrate that neuronal responses could be fitted accurately 594 (which would not be very remarkable, considering the large number of variables used in the model), but to 595 investigate which variables contributed to the neuron's response. 596
The neuronal response gains may not be directly compared across dynamic components since they are 597 expressed in different units (e.g. spk/s/G for A and G, spk/s/(G/s) for dA and dG). To convert them to identical 598 units, we scaled the regression coefficients (k ∫G , k G , k dG , etc…) by the peak to trough amplitude of the motion 599 variables (X ∫G , X G , X dG …), resulting in "signed" peak-to-trough response amplitudes (in spk/s) that can be 600 compared across dynamic components (Fig. 4D, G) . In Fig. 4E, H , the temporal profiles of tilt-selective (or 601 translation-selective) cells are computed as the average values of |k dG | and |k G | (|k dA | and |k A | respectively) 602 multiplied by the temporal profiles of X dG and X G (X dA and X A respectively). 603 604 Partial correlation analysis: In order to evaluate how well a single motion variable or a group of variables 605 (e.g. ∫G and ∫A) contributes to a neuron's response, we re-fitted the firing rate after eliminating the motion 606 variable (or group of variables). The partial coefficient of determination (pR 2 ) of this group of variables is 607 computed as: 608 pR 2 ∫G/∫A = (R 2 comp -R 2 -(∫G/∫A) )/(1 -R 2 -(∫G/∫A) ) 609 
